Sub.: Proposal for July- Nov 2020 Semester

Ref.: Follow-up action of Senate Resolution No. R.148/2/2020 regarding online assessment for July- Nov 2020 Semester.

Inviting reference to the enclosed Agenda item no.2, of the 148th Senate meeting held on 13th July,2020, the Senate resolved vide Resolution No. R.148/2/2020 that, for July- Nov 2020 Semester the following proposal BE APPROVED.

➢ All theory classes and evaluation will be through online mode.

➢ All the laboratory courses of July-Nov 2020 Semester, which are experimental and cannot be performed online, will be shifted to the subsequent semesters. In lieu, theory courses from the subsequent semesters may be possible to be shifted to the July-Nov 2020 semester, if such courses do not require any prerequisites. Departments will suitably propose the change. Courses containing partly lab component will be suitably decided and adjusted by the concerned Department.

➢ Projects (Undergraduate and Postgraduate) and evaluation will be online.

➢ Revised Academic calendar has all Saturdays as working days.

➢ No Mid-Semester Examination in fixed stipulated schedule. Instead, short duration (20 min-30 min) multiple online continuous assessments during regular period. Possibility of an offline End-Semester examination will be explored depending upon the situation. If not, continuous evaluation will decide grading. Other components of evaluation and weightage will be decided by the concerned instructors and announced to students in the beginning of the semester.
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First date of instruction and semester begins on 4th September 2020. Last date of instruction and semester ends on 28th November 2020 so that students can avail placement in December 2020 as usual.

A new compulsory 2-0-0-0 PP/NP type course HS 200 Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) is introduced in B.Tech 3rd Semester curriculum with effect from July–Nov 2020 semester. All B.Tech 3rd Semester students will attend this course.

First semester B.Des for July 2020 session will commence along with first semester B.Tech because some courses are common between them.

Provisional admission to all new first year M. A, MTech, M.Des, MSc, MS (R), PhD, M.Tech+ Ph.D, M.S(Engg.)+Ph.D students admitted in July 2020 session. In Jan 2021, these students will be offered admission subject to the successful completion of the previous program complying admission requirement (subject to the normalcy returning). Course completed in July-Nov 2020 will be accepted as first semester courses. If any candidate fails to satisfy admission criteria, then provisional admission will be cancelled and for the completed courses they will be issued certificates by the concerned Departments and Course Instructors. Disbursal of fellowship for newly admitted PG and Ph.D students will follow MHRD directives.

The Time-Table provided slots will be mainly used for live periodical interactions with students and assessment purpose to avoid any possible clashes while conducting online classes.

This is issued with approval of the competent authority.
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